LEGEND:

1. 16GA OR 14GA DOOR SKINS
2. 14GA TOP AND BOTTOM CHANNELS
3. 16GA CAP FOR CLOSED TOP AND BOTTOM (OPTIONAL)
4. STEEL STIFFENED CORE

NOTES:

- HINGES AS PER NFPA 80
- ACTIVE DOOR LATCHING: LISTED MORTISE LOCK OR MORTISE EXIT DEVICE WITH MINIMUM 3/4" THROW
- ACTIVE DOOR AUXILIARY LATCHING (PAIRS ONLY): WHEN ACTIVE DOOR IS WIDER THAN 4’ A FIRE PIN IS REQUIRED IN THE TOP OF ACTIVE DOOR
- INACTIVE DOOR LATCHING: LISTED FLUSH BOLTS OR SURFACE BOLTS WITH MINIMUM 3/4" THROW
- AVAILABLE WITH TEMPERATURE RISE RATING